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Literature, religion influence scholar's work
As African-American authors have
become more prominent in the literary
world, so have the number of scholars
who study them. One such person is Trisha
Brooks, an assistant professor in the department of English language and literature at
Southern Illinois University Edwardsville.
A native of Allentown, Pa., she obtained
her bachelor’s degree in English at Ursinus
College in Pennsylvania, a master ’s in
divinity from Harvard, another master’s
and a doctorate from Tufts University in
Massachusetts. It was while in college she
discovered how her passion for religion
and spirituality could be seen reflected in
literature.
“I was reading in my English classes so I
wanted to see if I could combine those two
areas,” she said. “And I had a great mentor and he suggested that I apply to the
Harvard Divinity School.”
One of the African-American authors
she has been studying is Amanda Smith.
Smith was born into slavery in Maryland
in the 19th century and she ended up being
freed by her owner. She traveled to the
North and lived as a free woman washing
clothes to make a living.
“It ended up being her faith and her spiritual experience that helped her to survive
slavery and her experiences struggling
with life in the North,” Brooks said. “She
felt that she was called to be a preacher and
a missionary so after her husband died she
ended up traveling abroad. She actually
traveled all over Europe, to India, and also
she spent eight years in Liberia in Africa.
I chose her as one the figures to focus on
because I was really interested in her travel
because that’s not what you typically think
of when you think of black women in the
19th century.” Smith was admired not only
by black women but also by some white
women of her time.
“She had a really strong appeal to white
audiences and part of that might have been
that she had sort of a conservative way
of presenting herself,” Brooks said. “She
really liked the Quakers and so that really
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Tuition hike proposed at SIUE
For the Intelligencer
The Southern Illinois University Board of Trustees
recently considered a 5 percent tuition increase for the
2014-15 Academic Year that would result in a $366 increase
over last year for newly entering, in-state undergraduates
on the Edwardsville campus. The board met in the Morris
University Center on the Edwardsville campus.
With these increases, the annual tuition rate would be
$7,662 for new, in-state full-time undergraduate students
(15 hours per semester) entering fall 2014. Undergraduate
students currently in a guaranteed tuition plan will see
no increase in their annual tuition rate.
With new policy instituted at November’s board meet-
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The focus at the kiosks will be
teaching children the value of money
and they will be available for loan
after the grant period to other libraries, day care centers and pre-schools.
In addition, the library will host
a series of financial literacy workshops designed to reduce stress and
help participants achieve financial
stability.
Further, the library and chamber will co-host workshops using
the FDIC's Money Smart for Small
Business Owners program.
For single mothers, the Six Mile
Library District will join with
local Head Start programs and
community partners to offer a
financial literacy fair for area residents with an emphasis on single mothers to assist in planning
strategies to deal with high-risk

financial circumstances.
FINRA Foundation President
Gerri Walsh said in a press release
that these types of programs help
library's address specific needs in the
their communities.
"The libraries participating in
this grant program make reliable
financial information and education
readily accessible to their communities," Walsh said. "Libraries pay close
attention to their communities' needs
and aspirations, and can respond in
creative, sustainable ways to help
residents achieve financial goals for
themselves and their families."
Meanwhile, Hughes was recently
selected to take part in ILEAD U
(Illinois Librarians Explore, Apply
and Discover), a prestigious yearlong program designed to help
library staff understand and respond
to user needs through the application
of participatory technology tools and
the creation of an easy-to-replicate
model program.
Hughes will serve as a mentor and
participants take part in three, four-
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Getting this done would mean it could be completed by
the next school year.
Business continued to the second reading of an ordinance
amending Chapter 240 of the codified ordinances of the city
of Edwardsville (emergency medical transportation fees.)
Alderman Jeanette Mallon explained the change is to
increase all EMT fees by $25 and the creation of a third tier
of service called ALS2.
ALS2 is a higher level of emergency medical care performed in the ambulance.
Alderman Keith Short added the increase in the fees will
bring the city's EMT fees in line with surrounding municipalities.
A motion and second were made and the ordinance was
approved.
In other business, the committee conducted the second
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The accidents were reported on:
Interstate 70, Interstate 55, Interstate
255, Illinois 158 at 161 and Illinois
255.
In each instance, temporary lane
blockage was reported due to emergency vehicles responding to the
scene and tow trucks removing the
rigs.

ing, in-state tuition will also be available to entering freshman and transfer students, and master’s level graduate
students from the regional states of Missouri, Arkansas,
Iowa, Indiana, Kentucky, Tennessee and Wisconsin.
A $135.60 annual increase (2 percent) was also proposed
for SIUE in-state graduate students for the coming fall. Instate, full-time students (12 hours per semester) in the SIUE
Graduate School would pay $6,837.60 in tuition.
In addition, the University also proposed other tuition
changes that would result in annual two percent increases for students enrolled in the professional schools of
Dental Medicine and Pharmacy. In-state students in
the School of Dental Medicine would pay an annual
tuition of $29,120, while in-state students in the School of
Pharmacy would pay an annual tuition of $23,220.
day sessions over the course of nine
months, beginning March 24.
Teams will identify a single group
project of the team's design that will
address at least one identified library
patron need.
As an example, a project could
address and meet a communityrelated economic development need.
Teams use the skills and training
they through the sessions to develop, implement, manage and evaluate
the project under the guidance of
instructors and mentors.
"It's an honor to be asked to be
a mentor for this intensive leadership program. I look forward to
meeting and working with librarians
from all over the state," Hughes said.
"I'm certain it will be an invigorating experience and that I will learn
new things related to technology in
libraries. I'm hoping to bring back
ideas that we can implement at the
Glen Carbon Library."
For more information about the
Glen Carbon Centennial Library, call
288-1212.

reading of an ordinance amending section 1242, 1252, 1240,
1246, 1250, Chapter 94 and the land development code of
the codified ordinances of the city of Edwardsville.
Mallon explained this ordinance creates a new residential estate lot district, increases the height of buildings in
R-1 from 35 to 40 feet and defines how building heights are
measured.
The final item on the agenda was a resolution authorizing an application for the Madison County PEP (Park
Enhancement Program) Grant.
The grant is for $94,000 with the funds being used for
roof replacement on the Benjamin Stephenson House; trail
and sidewalk repaving at the Watershed Nature Center;
signage, banners and interactive educational equipment at
Leclaire Academy building and Wildey building improvements to better serve disabled patrons.
Mayor Hal Patton said this has been approved by a
county committee but not yet by the full county board.
A motion and second were made and the resolution was
approved.
The next City Council meeting is scheduled for 7 p.m.,
Tuesday, March 4.

MetroLink also reported problems resulting from the wind and
trains did not operate Thursday
night between the Forest-Park
DeBaliviere Station and the Grand
Station. Passengers were transported by shuttles as a tree had fallen
on the tracks.
MetroLink was also reduced to
single-track operation between
the Fairview Heights Station and
the Memorial Hospital Station in
Belleville.
This winter has been eventful, to
be sure, with heavy snow and bitter

cold.
The brief respite the area received
the last couple of days, however,
won't last.
Today and Saturday, according to
the National Weather Service, will
see highs in the low 50s and a lows
in the 30s.
Sunday's forecast calls for a 30
percent chance of snow with a high
of 37 and low of 21.
Temperatures will continue to
drop gradually over the course of
the week, bottoming out Thursday
with a high of 25 and low of 9.

influenced how she presented herself. She
was sort of a non-threatening figure in
that way, I think. I am still struggling to
understand how she was able to keep
her audience because she was so critical
of white racism. I find it shocking that as
critical as she was, her popularity continued. She was also very charismatic and
she was known for her singing as well, so
she engaged a lot of audiences that way.”
Smith was also active in the temperance
movement of early 20th century.
“The idea of the temperance movement
was to really respond to the suffering that
women and children were experiencing
in the family as the result of alcoholism,”
explained Brooks. “The thinking from
women social activists was if they could
eliminate alcohol they could improve family life and women’s lives and the lives
of children as well. This was particularly
important for many African Americans. So
in addition to fighting against slavery, they
also fought against this.”
Brooks has also studied another AfricanAmerican author and traveler, Nancy
Prince.
“She was born in the North in
Massachusetts in the early 19th century
to parents who survived the middle passage, so she had a very direct connection to
Africans and was influenced by their experience in slavery,” said Brooks. “She traveled around the world. She visited Russia
and that’s where she spent a good deal of
her life. She moved there and lived there
for about eight years with her husband,
who worked in the court of the Russian
Czar. After his death she returned to the
U.S., and traveled to Jamaica as well.”
Given that Brooks has focused her short
scholarly career on two African-American
women who traveled a lot, one wonders if
there are some lessons to learn from that.
“I think what I have learned is that we
can’t really appreciate their travels unless
we consider what motivated them,” she
said. “For them they were really motivated
by their spiritual experience, but also their
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"From there, it was let's have a one-night clinic.
Then, after we had the one-night clinic, it is like
why aren’t we do something all year,” he said.
That’s exactly what will happen, thanks in large
part to funding through donations after Mitchell’s
grandpa passed away on May 16, 2013. The
McGinnis family asked for donations to “Mitch
n’ Friends” in lieu of flowers and a “substantial
amount of money came in” according to Kevin,
Mitchell’s father.
The Greater Edwardsville Area Community
Foundation (GEACF) has helped facilitate the
event.
The “Mitch n’ Friends” program will allow
students with special needs to have the chance to
learn tennis for free. The non-profit organization
was established by Lipe and Kevin.
Mitchell became familiar with Lipe and the tennis program through his twin sister Morgan. She
played four seasons for Lipe and graduated last
year from EHS. He has worked as the team manager for the boys’ and girls’ teams the last four
years.
During Mitchell’s time at practices, Lipe would
hit balls back and forth with him. Never did he
think it would evolve into the program it is today,
but he is glad it has.
“We did not start (Mitch n’ Friends Night) to
have an organization. It just kind of developed,”
Lipe said. “We wanted to give kids and adults
an opportunities to play. There just weren’t any
opportunity for kids with special needs to play
tennis. I have everything for every kid and every
adult at every level. I did not have anything for
kids with special needs though. We felt like we
were filling a void so to speak.”
Along with coaching the high school team,
Lipe holds three tournaments during the summer.
The Edwardsville Open, Tiger Tennis Classic and
Edwardsville Junior Novice Tournament draw in
players of all ages and skill levels. He also has camps
during the summer.
But like Lipe said, he did not have anything for
those with special needs until now. It is a program
that is not just rewarding to the players, but everyone
involved.
“The program brings a lot of joy and learning to
many people. The program benefits a lot of people,
starting with the kids that play and their families.
I think the professionals and coaches learn from
it, just like you would with any kids. I learn a lot
from working with Mitch and his friends,” Lipe
said. “It has been a very rewarding experience for
everybody involved with it. I think we have all
taken a lot from it. It has been a very positive thing
for many, many people.”
Kevin has seen the joy it brings Mitchell, saying,
“Tennis has meant a lot to him and it keeps him
involved.”
It’s not just Mitchell having fun.
“The kids have a lot of fun and they look forward
to it,” Kevin said. “One of our players who I saw at
the YMCA reminded me to make sure the next time
we do the fun tennis event to call her. That says
something right there about how much these kids
enjoy it and have fun playing tennis and getting
instruction from people. It is really special.”
Growth is a vision for the program’s future, as
Lipe hopes more people get involved with the
program.
Lipe has already assembled a board that brings
a lot to the table and one that should help expand
“Mitch n’ Friends.”
“I think one of the most exciting things is that
the program is still in its infancy stage. We are
just at the early stage, and we have an excellent
group of board members that all bring a certain
expertise,” Lipe said. “Les Vann is Mitchell’s uncle
and a big time television producer that is one the
board, along with Kevin (McGinnis). Eric Carlson
is on the board lending his legal expertise. Jason

Aldemaro Romero Jr.
College Talk
lived experience of oppression and suffering.” Brooks said that from Amanda Smith
we learn that black women travel because
they believe that they were called by God
to share the Gospel.
“At the same time they help us understand that travel is very much tied in with
imperialism and colonization, so even as
she is critiquing racism she is participating in that larger project of imperialism,”
Brooks said. “I think it complicates how we
look at African Americans in relationship
to colonization.”
Brooks also thinks that from Nancy Prince
we learn that not all African Americans
find home abroad.
“The thinking was that if we go to another country we’d find a place where we
have more freedom. She discovered that’s
not the case and we need to focus on attaining our full freedom here in America,” said
Brooks, whose newest project involves
ships.
“My interest in this topic goes along
with studying women who travel,” Brooks
explained. “How they got around was on
ships. So I’m very interested in how ships
functioned in the Atlantic world in the 19th
century. There are many scholars who have
studied ships before, such as Paul Gilroy
and Catherine McKittrick, who I use in my
writing. I would like to think about how
ships function within a Christian context
as well because that is shaping people’s
experience in the 19th century ships. And
what is the relationship of the ship as a
metaphor, but also as a slave ship?”
Aldemaro Romero Jr. is the Dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences at Southern
Illinois University Edwardsville. His show,
“Segue,” can be heard every Sunday morning
at 9 a.m. on WSIE, 88.7 FM. He can be reached
at College_Arts_Sciences@siue.edu.

Geminn is on the board and is a top-notch accountant. Dawn Reidl is on the board as a special education teacher in District 7.”
As for attracting volunteers, Lipe does not see
that being a problem.
“People are really willing to help when you tell
them you have a tennis program for kids with
special needs,” Lipe said. “Brad Skiff, who is our
trainer for our Futures tournament, was out there
hitting balls with the kids. He just happened to
walk by and see what we were doing. He just go
involved. When you see what’s happening, it is
easy to get involved.”
Edwardsville School District 7, Superintendent
Dr. Ed Hightower and EHS Principal Dennis
Cramsey have been part of the program.
Another example of getting involved has been
the University of Illinois’ men’s tennis team. The
players have routinely visited Edwardsville for
the summer tournaments and even more so now
with the Futures event.
At last year ’s “Mitch n’ Friends,” Blake Bazarnik,
Stephen Hoh, Brian Page Jr. and Farris Gosea
helped. Hoh was also around for the event’s
first year. For Bazarnik, whose family moved
to Edwardsville to be closer to Beverly Farm in
Godfrey for his autistic brother, he was quick to
get involved Lipe said.
“The guys from the University of Illinois have
been great,” Lipe said. “A couple of them have
a lot of experience with guys with special needs.
Blake Bazarnik, in particular, has a brother that
lives in Beverly Farm. I think it touched Blake
right away and he was able to get his teammates
out there.”
But for all the help and volunteers that have
gone on for the two one-night clinics and the
smaller events, Kevin pointed to Lipe as being one
of the most influential people involved.
“Dave is 100 percent in on this. He has a lot of
things going on, but he is as committed to ‘Mitch
n’ Friends’ as he is to the Futures tournament as
he is to the boys’ and girls’ tennis programs. He
is really excited to work with Mitchell and his
friends and any kid with special needs that is
interested,” Kevin said.
As for Mitchell, he has turned himself into quite the
tennis player over the years. He routinely hits with
Lipe, his family and friends. It just can’t be over 80
degrees or Mitchell will take the day off.
“Mitch is a great tennis player. He is certainly a
good tennis player that is like everybody, with hating
to lose and playing when it is hot,” Lipe said. “Mitch
has played tennis with hundreds of people. One of
the goals every year for my team is to play some tennis with Mitch. At the start of practice, Mitch will be
hitting on one of the courts and we will rotate kids
over to hit balls with him. Mitchell has also learned to
keep score in tennis. It is a very complicated scoring
system. He has a good grasp of it, which was a goal
for awhile.
“Mitchell loves to play. He is like any other kid out
there. He likes to play with his friends. We get Kamali,
Mitchell and Ethan Alexander. It is a blast. The first
thing they do when they get out there is hug their
friend. It is fun to play with people that really want to
be out there. These kids love it.”
Kevin added, “We are amazed how far Mitchell has
come playing tennis.”
Now, Lipe hopes the program can have the same
effect on more individuals as the program continues to
build.
“We would like to continue to include more people, get things in place to increase the awareness
and to provide more opportunities. That includes
fundraising, some organization, legal logistics,
energy and vision,” Lipe said. “We just want to
keep encouraging people to play. It is a safe game,
a great game, a fun game. Mitch and his buddies
have a great time. We just want to provide opportunities for everybody. ”
For more information or to donate, call 1-855GO-GEACF or visit www.geacf.org.
The GEACF, established in 1997, is a non-profit
organization that receives, manages and distributes tax-deductible charitable contributions for
the benefit of the greater Edwardsville area communities and its residents.

